39. What is the set up process for Lion's Share Tron TRX?

Lion's Share Tron TRX information can be found HERE.
Alternatively you can find Lion's Share Tron TRX on the top tab of
the header bar on this site. Please be aware that it is an Affiliate
Referral Program that requires a 26,400 TRX [$1,200] deposit to set
up your Foundation of 3 Compensation Lion Plans with 8 Levels on
each separate plan. Please follow the easy to follow process to set up.
YouTube is the next source of information. Please also NOTE that the
Tron TRX prices fluctuate and will increase over time in Fiat
Currency Values. The sooner you make your deposit the better prices
you secure. You will require a smart phone device, email address,
identification, proof of address and other documentation to validate
and verify who you are.

SYNDICATE 1000 GROUP
For the less fortunate a 4,100 TRX [$200NZD] deposit [as of
21/11/2020] can get you started on 3 Compensation Lion Plans with 4
Levels on each separate plan. If you intend to use this option please
contact :Ariki-nui-Kawenata: :Crown:®©™℗ HERE.
Syndicate 1000 Group can place you in a TEAM of other less
fortunate to get you started. You are in a Joint Venture 50/50 with
Syndicate 1000 Group [Conditions Apply]. We may experience time
delays depending upon member growth, fiat currency fluctuations,
new account activation, final exit pay-outs and unforeseen
circumstances out of our control, so patience is expected. We expect
many may choose this option so joining promptly is an advantage.
Once the account can produce for each Member 52,800 TRX to split
50/50 into 26,400 TRON TRX to separate each Syndicate Member
into their own private capacity accounts, that Syndicate Member will
cease its collective capacity and the Syndicate Member will become
[IBO's] Independent Business Owners of their own account.

First on, first off the mauri-go-round with 26,400 TRX to establish
their own Foundation [Fees will apply] and a 10% Tithe, being 2,640
TRX paid before a Member can go independent. This option can
ONLY be supported when each Member introduces a minimum of 10
New Members on the program with 4,100 TRX.
Syndicate 1000 Group will continue to operate the account and
maintain its capacity solely and independently to assist in wealth
creation for its members and establishing a global collateral holdings
account. Our crypto-credit will zero-balance the debt ledger of the
debt-based economy.
NOTE: The Syndicate 1000 Group owns the Syndicate Lion's Share
Tron TRX Account and it's Crypto Address. It manages the affiliate
referral membership growth through affiliation with GAIN 2U
NETWORK and its Smart Exchange 2020 Infinite Credit Solution.
Please ensure you are affiliated with us to participate with the
Syndicate 1000 Group and the lower value option.

Please click on the above links to JOIN or use the process mentioned
above by Clicking HERE.

Welcome to the Smart Exchange 2020 Infinite Credit Solution,
Syndicate 1000 Group and Lion's Share Tron TRX.

